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Following receipt of the Committee’s letter of 15 September, GWSF welcomes the 
opportunity to comment on this petition relating to pre-1989 ‘Fair Rent’ tenancies in 
the housing association sector. 
 
In summary, we have a lot of sympathy with the issues raised and believe that Fair 
Rents which are appealed should be compared with local rents in social housing 
sector rather than with those in the private rented sector. 
 
When the new Scottish Secure Tenancy was introduced through the Housing 
(Scotland) Act 2001, the Scottish Government arguably missed a trick in not 
modifying or repealing the 1984 legislation on Fair Rents. At the time it may well 
have been that Ministers did not want to be seen to be diminishing any existing 
rights.  
 
This has left us with a far from ideal situation of managing the cumbersome 
processes around Fair Rents alongside mainstream housing association rents. 
Realistically this situation is unlikely to change, though will continue reducing in scale 
very gradually as the number of Fair Rent tenancies falls year by year. 
 
The Committee’s letter to GWSF noted that in November 2019 the Scottish 
Government advised that it was in discussions with organisations (including GWSF) 
about good practice in reviewing fair rents. We are not aware of any recent progress 
in such discussions but would of course be happy to participate in any future 
discussions, notwithstanding our comments above on the likelihood of the Fair Rent 
system continuing for many years to come. 
  
Currently, the consequence of Rent Assessment Committees comparing appealed 
rents with local private rents is that RACs recommend a rent level significantly higher 
than what the housing association is actually seeking. This is in no-one's interests, 
and we can understand why it seems especially perverse to tenants. 
 
Housing associations face a challenge in setting their remaining Fair Rents. Some 
associations say their Fair Rents are still below the level of their mainstream rents, 
albeit often by a small amount, but no association wants to see its Fair Rents any 
higher than its other rents. It seems possible that some Fair Rent tenants may 
continue to hold an expectation that their rent will remain significantly below the 
association's mainstream rents. Whilst this expectation may be understandable in 



one sense, the reality is that a Fair Rent tenant receives exactly the same level and 
standard of service as all other tenants, and so, over time, it has become difficult for 
housing associations to justify a much lower rent level for these remaining Fair Rent 
tenancies. 
 
That said, given what we know about RACs comparing rents with local private rents, 
we are surprised that some law centres or other legal advisers have sometimes 
advised the tenant to appeal. 
 
There is a particular challenge in that Fair rent levels are set only every three years, 
when it is an annual process for mainstream rents, so there is an element of crystal 
ball gazing in setting a reasonable rent level for Fair Rents. 
 
Comparing Fair Rents with other local social housing rents would be a much better 
alternative to the current practice, notwithstanding that even social rents vary from 
one association to another (usually for a range of reasons specific to what that 
association provides and how rents have been structured historically). Variables can 
include whether a particular association may have inherited stock transferred to it 
from another landlord (e.g. second stage transfer in Glasgow), which can mean two 
rent structures running alongside each other until a rent harmonisation exercise 
takes place. 
 
But all things considered, it would make sense for RACs to compare appealed rents 
with local social rents, and so GWSF would be happy with any proposed legal 
change designed to achieve this. 
 
We would be happy to provide any additional views or information which the 
Committee would find helpful. 
 
 


